
Mac Mestayer’s career: 

- quarks and drift chambers

Discovery of the Quark:

– the discovery of the nucleus , “Rutherford scattering”

– the discovery of quarks 

Drift Chambers for Hall B:

– concepts, goals, solutions

– problems, mistakes, improvements

Advice and Wise Words:

– from many sources

– out of the mouths of babes
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Mac Mestayer’s career: 

- quarks and drift chambers

Not included:

– first observation of the Lc in e+e- annihilation 

– polarization effects in hyperon production

– the universality of strangeness suppression
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Λ(c) Production From e+e− Annihilation in the U Energy Region CLEO Collaboration, T.J.V. 
Bowcock(Harvard U.) et al.,, Published in: Phys.Rev.Lett. 55 (1985) 923

Separated structure functions for the exclusive electroproduction of K+ L and K+ S0 final states, CLAS
Collaboration,P. Ambrozewicz(Florida Intl. U.) et al., Published in: Phys.Rev.C 75 (2007) 045203

Strangeness Suppression of qq¯ Creation Observed in Exclusive Reactions, CLAS Collaboration
••M. Mestayer(Jefferson Lab et al., (Oct 10, 2014), Published in: Phys.Rev.Lett. 113 (2014) 15, 152004
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Atomic structure

(1897)  electron discovered 

→ how is it arranged with the positive charge?

(1902) Lord Kelvin - “raisin pudding” model

→ electrons are ‘raisins’ embedded in a positive ‘pudding’

(1907) at University of Manchester; use a-particles as a beam

Rutherford, Geiger, Marsden:  (professor) (post-doc) (undergrad)

but- a few at large-angle !

‘backscatters’ due to small,

heavy nucleus

Hans Geiger          Ernest Rutherford

Ernest Marsden
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relation between rates and angle

April 30, 2010 4Quarks: search for the smallest

More area for small-angle scattering → higher rates

side-view → scattering angle

distant approach → small angle

“beams-eye” view

q

measure at 4

angle settings

4 rings of approach distance

impact parameter “DOCA”



The “Rutherford scattering”* experiment

* done by Geiger and Marsden

Rutherford did calculations 
like orbital mechanics ; 
using 1/r2 electrostatic 
forces and a massive 
charged center.

Knowing the charge of the 
nucleus and the alpha 
particle, he estimated that 
the nucleus was smaller 
than 10-12 cm.
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Probing deeper & deeper into the Nucleus

Observation Who/When Conclusion

many large-angle 
scatters

Rutherford, 
Geiger, 
Marsden, 1907

nucleus is massive, concentrated in one place

scattering angle ~ 
1/sin4q/2

“ force ~ 1/r2,  just like comets’ orbits;
Rnucleus < 10-12 cm

eP elastic scattering, 
fall-off from expected 
ang. dist’n

Hofstadter, 
1957

probe has penetrated within proton, proton has a 
finite size of ~1 fermi

eP inelastic rates 
depend only on ratio 
of mom./energy
“scaling”

Taylor, 
Friedman, 
Kendall, 1977

electron is scattering elastically from a 
structureless component of the proton,
a “parton”

detailed kinematics of 
scattering

Perl, Hanson, 
theorists

“partons” have fractional charge, spin ½
→ partons are “quarks” !!

detailed pattern of 
scale-breaking

the troops theory of the quark dynamics: QCD
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(1950’s)  Cornell & Stanford Univ’s built electron accelerators to study the 

structure of the nucleus, and even of the proton.

Electron scattering from Hydrogen

→ deviation from 1 / sin4(q/2)

→ proton is NOT a point particle

→ radius (proton) ~ 10-13 cm

Electron Scattering - Bigger & Better

1 m.
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Proton has a finite size

Electron scattering from proton, Hofstadter, McAllister (1955)
Experimentalists 

defer to future 

theory, BUT make 

a conjecture !

… that they are 

measuring the 

proton’s size; 

~ 10-13 cm radius

… and Coulomb’s 

law  holds.

a two-page paper !

Robert Hofstadter
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Probing deeper & deeper into the Nucleus

Observation Who/When Conclusion

many large-angle 
scatters

Rutherford, 
Geiger, 
Marsden, 1907

nucleus is massive, concentrated in one place

scattering angle ~ 
1/sin4q/2

“ force ~ 1/r2,  just like comets’ orbits;
Rnucleus < 3 * 10-12 cm

eP elastic scattering, 
fall-off from expected 
ang. dist’n

Hofstadter, 
1957

probe has penetrated within proton, proton has a 
finite size of ~1 fermi (10-13 cm)

eP inelastic rates 
depend only on ratio 
of mom./energy
“scaling”

Taylor, 
Friedman, 
Kendall, 1977

electron is scattering elastically from a 
structureless component of the proton,
a “parton”

detailed kinematics of 
scattering

Perl, Hanson, 
theorists

“partons” have fractional charge, spin ½
→ partons are “quarks” !!

detailed pattern of 
scale-breaking

the troops theory of the quark dynamics: QCD
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Inelastic scattering → elastic scattering from “parton” followed 

by “hadronization” → Q2 now proportional to n again !

Deep inelastic scattering → “elastic scattering”  

(off partons)

Proton

pion

Neutron

electron

photon

electron

Excited State

mass = W

Protonelectron

photon

electron

Richard Feynman
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“Bjorken scaling”

“scaling”: function of two variables becomes a function of their ratio.
Richard Taylor James Bjorken
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Big detectors to look for small objects
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Scaling seen → partons inside proton
F

 (
x
)

1/x

Data from many different 

energies (4.5 - 18 GeV)  and 

three angles (18,  26,  340)

overplotted, but they lie on one 

curve if plotted versus 1/x.

Jerry Friedman

Henry Kendall

Richard Taylor
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Discovery of “partons”

• “Scaling” observed: functions of  Q2 and n

become function of x only, where x = Q2 / 2mn.

• Explained by electron scattering elastically off  

‘point’ particles which carry a fraction (x) of the 

proton’s 4-momenta (pq = x P).

• “Partons” discovered, what is spin, charge?
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Probing deeper & deeper into the Nucleus

Observation Who/When Conclusion

many large-angle 
scatters

Rutherford, 
Geiger, 
Marsden, 1907

nucleus is massive, concentrated in one place

scattering angle ~ 
1/sin4q/2

“ force ~ 1/r2,  just like comets’ orbits;
Rnucleus < 10-13 cm

eP elastic scattering, 
fall-off from expected 
ang. dist’n

Hofstadter, 
1957

probe has penetrated within proton, proton has a 
finite size of ~1 fermi

eP inelastic rates 
depend only on ratio 
of mom./energy
“scaling”

Taylor, 
Friedman, 
Kendall, 1977

electron is scattering elastically from a 
structureless component of the proton,
a “parton”

detailed kinematics of 
scattering

Perl, Hanson, 
theorists

“partons” have fractional charge, spin ½
→ partons are “quarks” !!

detailed pattern of 
scale-breaking

the troops theory of the quark dynamics: QCD
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angle of “jets” → quarks are spin 1/2

Gail Hanson Marty Perl
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sL/sT is small → partons are spin 1/2
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Other properties of partons

Experiment measures charge & momentum distribution

• Quark model of 1964 proposed the new particles 

(excited protons) were composed of three “quarks” 

with charge 2/3 or -1/3 → total charge: 2,1,0,-1

• If partons are quarks,  they carry only 60% of the 

proton’s momentum !!

What carries the remainder ?

( ) = 18.0experiment 2 dxxfxq

Murray Gell-Mann
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Quarks discovered!!

fractionally charged, spin ½ partons

→ Quarks are discovered

… but many mysteries remained

- what carries the rest of the proton’s momentum ?

- does ‘scaling’ hold exactly ?

- let’s see
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Pattern of scaling violation

Structure function is NOT a function 

of  x only; depends on Q2.

•Small-x values INCREASE with Q2.

•Large-x values DECREASE with Q2.

→quarks are radiating energy !

(probability increases with Q2)

WHAT are they radiating ?

-quanta of the strong color field

GLUONS

This pattern of scale-breaking can be 
calculated using QCD.

F 2
(x

,q
2
)

Q2 (GeV2)
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Evidence for QCD

• Missing momentum & pattern of scaling violation

– Explained by “gluon radiation”

– analogous to bremsstrahlung (X-ray machines)

• How can electrons scatter from quarks elastically?

– they act like free particles, but are bound in the proton !

If you probe the proton at small distances (high Q2), the quark 

responds as if it is not bound (free), but as it moves away to 

larger distances, it feels the attractive force (like a rubber band).

This is not like electromagnetism !!
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asymptotic freedom & QCD 

“for the discovery of asymptotic freedom in the theory of the 

strong interaction” 2004 Nobel Prize in Physics

David Politzer Frank Wilczek
David Gross
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Quarks: what next?

• QCD: well-established as the theory of the strong 

interactions → forces between quarks

• BUT, it’s a strongly-interacting field theory → very 

difficult to SOLVE the equations

• INSTEAD, people GUESS solutions based on 

qualitative aspects of QCD … and work out the 

consequences.
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Gluons: the strong force-field

Because of self-interactions the field lines compress into a tube.

The field energy grows linearly with separation → constant force

~ 1 GeV/fm

(16 TONS !!)
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Nathan Isgur
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“drifting” of the electrons

wire at positive voltage

•electrons drift to the wire

•strike a molecule every 2 mm

•velocity ~ 50 mm/ns

Timing counter

Time 

Difference
New Idea - increase the accuracy 

of the tube by measuring the time 

difference between the wire signal 

and another prompt signal

signal

signal Georges Charpak
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it takes all types …

experimenters

detector builders

theorists
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Building, stringing, CLAS drift chambers ~1995
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• choice of gas, HV, lv, amplifier, TDC,

• Steve went to a conference on Wire Chamber Aging

• CLEAN    CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN CLEAN
→ stainless steel, nylon (why nylon ?), Ar/CO2 (why Ar/CO2 ?)

• more than 500 meetings

• very innovative designs
• wire tension supported design for region 1 (tensegrity)
• region 2 attached to cryostat with springs !!
• region 3 design was boring (but big) with state of the art composite endplates, 

back shell, support rods

The Clever Designs for the CLAS Drift Chambers
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The “Large 

Blue 

Prototype”

October 1, 2013 Particle Detectors30



Needed to cover a large volume
• ‘large blue prototype’   (why blue ?)
• Don Joyce suggested it; very strong and lightweight; used in aircraft and sailboats

(the ‘blue’ was a blue epoxy coating, ideal for structural glue bonds)
• large : dimensions, # wires

Needed to be wedge-shaped to fit well with torus
• how do you attach wires to a tilted surface ?  The standard approach was to have 

precise cylindrical feedthroughs with very precise crimp pins → want an accuracy of 
50 microns

• brilliant idea: injection molded plastic with a flared ‘trumpet’ mouth (why molded 
plastic ?)

• very strong plastic used in electrical industry: Ryton (why glass-rod reinforced ?)

Needed a high-voltage distribution system
• sense wire at positive potential, field wires at ground (why ground field wires ?)

Wanted to ‘burn-in’ chamber in humid conditions
• set the Bertan HV supplies to ‘auto-reset’ (?)

The Mistakes
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Crisis

Glowing wires, …..

Engineers did not like wires resting on feedthroughs; said it would introduce critical strain in wires
I countered that the stress of the design tension was too low
Engineers said that we should drill holes at angle through endplates
I countered that it was too expensive and not accurate

Standoff

We had to show we were right by reproducing the effect

→ ‘torture chamber’
• big success, grew ‘whiskers’ at a high rate
• BUT did not break wires

Mecking took a risk and went with our (DC team) design
big success (everything worked) BUT I got my worst appraisal ever

Bernhard told me that “you have got to learn to work with engineers”
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Prototype: reveals design flaws

October 1, 2013 Particle Detectors

sense wire

field wire

field wire

5 mistakes:
1. insulated endplate
2. plastic tip on feedthru
3. field wires at ground voltage
4. bad choice of plastic

5. ran voltage on ‘auto-reset’
corona discharge
wire breakage

33



5 Improvements: Lots of Stress

October 1, 2013

Particle Detectors

5 ‘fixes’:
1. conducting endplate
2. metal tip on feedthru
3. field wires at negative voltage
4. glass-bead loaded plastic

5. ran voltage on ‘trip-hold’
corona discharge
wire breakage

34

sense wire

field wire

field wire



The CLAS(12) Drift Chamber Project 
( ~ 2005 – present )

▪ New torus: simpler design, thinner profile

▪ DC re-design: simpler, more robust, dimensionally accurate

▪ The re-build: simple, robust, crossing the t’s & dotting the i’s

▪ → read, prototype, prototype, read again, prototype

▪ Then, making it work: installing, commissioning, calibration

Luckily, Steve Christo was still with me !



Guard wires

Guard wires
“close out” the layout
-simulate infinite grid
-unaffected by gas bag

Design

• “All wire”
• hexagonal
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More Details

“Cell” structure: close-packed hexagonal

Question: how to divide total voltage between sense, field and guard wires?
• in an infinite grid, it doesn’t matter
• so, put all voltage on sense wires? … field wires at ground?  … guard wires??
• guiding principle: same local electric field on every sense wire, regardless of layer
• BUT, what about nearby grounded areas?  It’s frowned upon by the safety guys to have the 

outer parts of the chamber at high voltage !!  … also, what about grounded gas bags ??
• principle: nearby ground areas should have no (or negligible) effect on nearby wires

• Method: use GARFIELD and start changing voltages

• Discovery: sum of charges on sense, field and guard wires should be ZERO → no net electric field 
flux through ground plane → no net charge on nearby grounded surfaces

• Too bad Gauss had already figured this one out!
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Message from Mac on 8/22/07
Folks; 
We need to come up with a plan for our design efforts next year. The CLAS12 chambers will be similar but certainly not identical to the 
CLAS chambers. Almost all of the differences need to be evaluated to make sure that we are not making some kind of design mistake. 
Here is a draft of an R&D/PED plan for FY08; please look at it and tell me if I missed something or misrepresented one of the tests. - Mac 
"mestayer@jlab.org", (757)-269-7252 
PED and R&D plans for FY08 - CLAS12 Drift Chambers 
These are grouped into categories based upon characteristics of the CLAS12 chambers which differ from the CLAS chambers and thus need 
to be tested. 
THICKER SENSE WIRES: motivation: easier stringing, more robust wires, more linear xvst possible consequences: leakage current on boards, 
cathode emission planned tests: reg.1 prototype operation procedure: operate prototype with realistic circuit boards equipment needed: 
reg.1 prototype, circuit boards manpower needed: in FY08: ODU personnel 
THINNER FIELD AND GUARD WIRES: motivation: would make lower wire tension, thinner frames possible; possible consequences: cathode 
emission planned tests: string small chamber with thinner field wires procedure: compare noise levels with regular/thin wires equipment 
needed: chamber, wire manpower needed: ODU personnel 
SELF-SUPPORTING CHAMBER DESIGN: motivation: eases installation, repair possible consequences: deviations in position, wire tension 
planned tests: orientation tests with reg1 prototype procedure: measure wire tension at different orientations equipment needed: reg.1 
prototype, tension monitor manpower needed: Steve, George
ENDPLATE-IN-A-FRAME DESIGN: motivation: lighter, cheaper endplates possible consequences: potentially more complicated planned 
tests: modify reg.1 prototype; weld, gussets, jack screws procedure: make modifications, check deflections equipment needed: reg.1 
prototype manpower needed: Steve, George, Bob, Richard 
INSTALLATION AND MOUNTING SCHEME: motivation: ease installation possible consequences: may interfere with other chambers planned 
tests: small models procedure: build model with three regions, test equipment needed: torus model, small-scale linkages manpower
needed: Steve, George, Bob, Richard
VERY SHORT SENSE WIRES: motivation: extend acceptance to small angles possible consequences: not efficient along full length planned 
tests: beam tests with 7-cell chamber, different feedthroughs procedure: scan electron beam near wire, record pulse-heights equipment 
needed: electron beam, chamber, DAQ system manpower needed: ISU personnel 
DETAILED STRINGING PROCEDURES: motivation: reduce manpower needed, enhance quality control possible consequences: unknown 
planned tests: string the reg.1 prototype procedure: assemble cleanroom, string chamber equipment needed: cleanroom, fixture, chamber 
manpower needed: ODU personnel 

Star Date 8/22/2007:  Conceptual design was finished, now we had to design and build the real drift chambers.
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Wire position defined by accurate ‘trumpet’ feedthroughs
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Make it thin !!
Keep out of the active area

→ endplate will bow !
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Steve Christo & Donna McCoy
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George Jacobs, Bob Miller, Pete Hemler

Mac, Tony Forest & students in ISU control room Tom Hartlove & stringers in ODU cleanroom



Bob Miller & Cyril Wiggins setting up Helmholtz coil
magnet for wire tension tests
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Jose Riso doing quality control

Phil Cole trapped in the ‘swimming pool’ at ISU



Mac at the controls of the ISU accelerator
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Larry Weinstein making precision measurements



Isochrones are “shrunk” and 
“twisted” by a magnetic field
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300 00

Modeling the drift velocity
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Many Corrections:
• Geometry

• internal geometry, endplate deflections, wire sag
• possible internal distortions
• ‘box’ alignment

• Time
• time of flight, time of signal propagation, start time, 

beta-dependent ‘time walk’, electronic rise-time
• Time to Distance

• basic function
• local angle dependence
• magnetic field dependence



Advice Over the Years

“Never say anything irrelevant and untrue”  Herbert “Hobie” deStaebler

“Plot something (anything), you will learn something”  Charlie Prescott

“Consistency is better than truth”  Henry Frisch

“No individual systematic error was greater than 5% but the answer was 

wrong by 30%”   Dick Taylor

After trying to read a paragraph in my thesis, he said “what does it mean?”  

After I explained … well we measured this, normalized by this factor, and 

subtracted it, etc. he replied “Write That !”  Dick Taylor

… and finally

.. the young son of my colleagues Jim and Carla Grosso Pilcher was playing 

and “doing an experiment”.  When Carla asked her son Marco what he had 

learned, he replied “Never Make the Wrong Mistake”.


